ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

A Puzzle

J. Farrell

Punk Whiz 16

1. post haste 2. hopscotch 3. mosquito 4. general 5. prohibition 6. good as dead
7. IOU [BILOU] 8. forge ahead 9. under the table 10. obuse Angle 11. fringe benefit
17. person in charge 18. Life’s a bitch and then you die. 19. foot fault 20. dead ringer
26. ripe old age 27. matchless 28. Have gun, will travel! 29. unplayable lie
30. freelance 31. bulkhead 32. funny money 33. prairie chicken 34. gestate [just ate]
35. fit as a fiddle 36. lame duck

Anagram Quiz 4

1. 2,6180341 [Fibonacci squared] 13. jump bail
2. being afraid 14. valence
3. absolutely 15. dehydration
4. facade 16. kinetics
5. galvanized surface coat 17. transgression
6. gardener 18. foreplay
7. carrier aloft 19. headstrong
8. generation 20. uniforms
9. pertain 21. limited
10. same 22. basics
11. beast of burden 23. intercalated
12. no doubt 24. entitling

Anil

25. normality
26. the center of gravity
27. calories
28. howled
29. impartiality
30. premonitions
31. meteor
32. anti-segregation
33. farmers
34. low-spirited
35. delusion
36. experimentalist

Kickshaws: Three’s a Crowd

TRIPOLI
### HOW TO DOUBLE THE MEANING OF LIFE

**ANIL**

Perth, Australia

*An excerpt from Anil’s new book.*

**feel like a million dollars**  flat, dry, funny colour, piles

**fly fishing**  trying to get it out of your drink before it gets drunk
(A bar fly?)